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ON THE TRAPEZOID QUADRATURE FORMULA FOR

LIPSCHITZIAN MAPPINGS AND APPLICATIONS

SEVER SILVESTRU DRAGOMIR

Abstract. The estimation of the remainder term in trapezoid formula for lipschitzian mappings
are given. Applications for special means are also pointed out

1. Introduction

The following ineqality is well known in the literature as the trapezoid inequality:

1「f(x)dx - f(a) + f(b) (b - a)I < !_IIJ"lloo(b - a)3
a 2 一 12 (1.1)

where the mapping f : [a, b] -+ R is supposed to be twice differentiable on the in
terval (a, b) and having the second derivative bounded on (a, b), that is llf"II= :=
SUPxE(a,b) IJ"(x)I < 00.

Now, if we assume that h : a= x0 < x1 <· · ·< Xn-l < Xn =bis a partition of the
interval [a, b] and f is as above, then we have the trapezoid quadrature formula:

「f(x)dx = Ar(!, h) + R珥h)
a

where A五f,J矼 is the trapezoid rule

(1.2)

1 n-1
汩f,加 =:2 芝[!(xi)+ f (xi+I)]hi

i=O
(1.3)

and the remainder term R五f, h) satisfies the estimation

1 n一 1

圄f,h)I~ 豆 IIJ"lloo L 屑
i=O

(1.4)

where 比 ：= Xi十1 - Xi for i = 0, ... , n - l.
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When we have an equidistant partitioning of [a, b] given by

b 一 a.
In: Xi:= a+—i, i = 0, ... ,nn

then we have the formula

(1.5)

lb f(x)dx = AT,n(/) + Rr,n(/)

where
b-a n-l

Ar,n(/) := - 芝泣(a+ b- a.—z) + f(a + b-a
2n -(i + l))]

i=O n n

and the remainder satisfies the estimation

(1.6)

(1.7)

固nU)I < 1 (b 一 a)3
－五·一了 Iii" 廿 00•

For other trapezoid t'ype s inequalities see the recent book [1].

(1.8)

2. Trapezoid Inequality for Lipschitzian Mappings

The following trapezoid inequality for 1ipschitzian mappings holds:

Theorem 2.1. Let f : [a, b] -t R be an L-lipschitzian
have the inequality m唧mg on [a, b]. Then we

I lb f(x)dx一巴 二包(b - a)I < !L(b - a)2
a 2 一 4

The constant i is the best possible one.

(2.1)

Proof. Using the integration bY parts formula for Riemann-Stieltjes integral we have

[ex-~)頃(x)~三四(b- a) - 「f(x)dx
a

(2.2)

If P : [a, b] --+ R is Riemann integrable on a, b and v :
[a, b], then [ ] [a, b] --+ R is L-lipschitzian on

1 J.'p(x)dv(x)I SL J.' 伊(x)ldx

Applying the inequality (2.3) for p(x) = x 一尹2 , v(x) = f(x), x E [a, b], we get

r[(x-字 博(x)丨SL/'Ix-二 ldx
a 2

(2.3)

(2.4)
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But 「Ix-三jdx=三
a 2 4

and then by (2.4), via the identity (2.2), we deduce the desired inequality (2.1).
Now, assume that the inequaltiy (2.1) holds with a constant C > O, i.e.,

1「f(x)dx - f(a) + f(b) (b - a)I :S CL(b :- a)2
a 2

Consider the mapping f: [a, b] ---+ R, f(x) = Ix - 字j. Then

a+b a+blf(x) - f(y)I = llx --1- lY - -
2 2 II :s; Ix 一 YI

for all x, Y E [a, b]; which shows that f is L-lipschitzian with the constant L = l.
For this mapping we have

「f(x)dx - f(a) + f(b) (b - a)=三
a 2 4

and
L(b-計 = (b - a)2

and then by (2.5) we get

135

(2.5)

(b - a)2
— ~ ::;噩- a)2

4
which implies that C 2:: i and the sharpness of (2.1) is proved.

The following corollary holds:

Corollary 2.2. Let f : [a, b] -t R be a differentiable mapping on (a, b) whose deriva
tive is bounded on (a, b). Then we have the inequality:

I lb f(x)dx - J(a) + J(b) l
a 2 (b - a)I~-IIJ'lloo(b 一 a)2.4 (2.6)

Remark 2.3. It is well known that if f : [a, b] 弓 Risa convex mappmg on (a, b
then Hermite-Hadamard's inequality holds ］，

三(b - a) 2:「f(x)dx 2: f戶 ）(b 一 a)
a 2

!'
Now, if we assume that f: I c R 弓R is convex on I and a, b E Int(I), a < b; then

十 1s monotonous nondecreasing on [a, b] and by Theorem 2.1. we get

O < f (a)+ f(b) I b I
- —尸 －二j f(x)dx~4 max{!!氙a)I, I孔 (b)j}(b - a) (2.7)

a
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which gives a counterpart for the second membership of Hadamard's inequality

The following corollary for trapezoid composite formula holds:

Corollary 2 4 Let· ·f : [a, b] -+ R be an L-lipschitzian 皿pping on [a
partition of [a, b]. Then we h ，b] and h a

term R五f I)
ave the trapezoid quadrature formula (1.2) and the remainder

, ,i satisfies the estimation:

1 n-1

固(f,h)J:::; 计芝屑
i=O

(2.8)

Moreover, the constant i is the best possible one.

The case of equidistant·partit10ning is embodied in the following corollary:

Corollary 2.5. Let In be an equidistant partitioning of [a, b] and f be as in Theorem
2.1. Then we have the formula (1.6) and the remainder astisfies the estimation:

l LIRr,nU)I < - . 一 (b - a)2.
一 4 n (2.9)

Remark 2.6. If we want to approximate the integral Jb J(x)dx b
Ar,nU) with an accuracy less that c > O

a y trapez1qd formula

In, where
, we need at least n1:: E N points for the division

l L
n1:::==[-· 一 (b 一 a)2J + 1.

4 c
Comments 2.7. If the mappmg f : [a, b] -+ R is neither twice differentiable nor the

second derivative is bounded on (a, b), then we can not apply the classical estimation in
trapezoid formula using the second derivative. But if we assume that f is lipschitzian,
then_ we can use instead the formula (2.9).

We give have here a class of mappmgs which are lipschitzian but having the second
derivative unbounded on the given interval.

Let ]p,q : [a, b]-+ R, ]p,q(x) ::::: (xq - a吖 where p E (1, 2) and q~2. Then obviously

J;,q(x) := pqxq-I (xq - aq)p-I, x E (a, b)
and

J;q(x) = pq xq-2[(pq - l)xq - (q - l)aq]
(xq - 邲）2-p , xE(a,b).

It is dear that f is lipschitzian with the constant

L := pabq-l (bq - 邲）p一 1 < CX)

but Iimx-+a+ J;~q(x) = +oo.

3. Applications for Special Means

Let us recall the f~llowing means:
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1. Arithmetic mean
a+bA= A(a,b) := 一—, a,b~O;
2

2. Geometric mean

3. Harmonic mean

G = G(a,b) :=溢 ，a,b~O;

2
H = H(a, b) := r-r-, a, b > O;

; +i;
4. Logarithmic mean

b-a
L = L(a,b) := a,b > 0, a -:J b;lnb - Ina'

5. Identric mean

I= I(a,b) :=~心 占，a, b > 0, a -:J b;

6. p-Logarithmic mean

Lp=Lp(a,b):= [r!P:11~:~+:)J*, ·pER\{-1,0}, a,b>O, a-:Jb.

It is well known that Lp is monotonous nondecreasing over p E R with L_1 := L and
Lo := I. In particular, we have the following inequalities

H~G~L~I~A. (3.1)

Now, using Theroem 2.1 we can also state the following inequalities:

l. Let f: [a,b]-+ R(O <a< b), f(x) = xP, p E R\{-1,0}. Then

ll!'lloo = 今(a, b) := { 严 if p 2:: 1
jpjaP-l if p E (-oo, 1)\{-1, 0}

Using the inequality (2.6) we get

1
IL~(a, b) - A(a庄 bP)丨< - 韩(a, b)(b - a).- 4

2. Let f: [a, b]-+ R(O <a< b), f(x) = i·Then

llf'lloo = -.1
a2

Using the inequality (2.6) we get

b-a
O<L-H<—- 4a2 LH

(3.2)

(3.3)
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3. Let f: [a, b] -+ R(O <a< b), J(x) == ln x. Then

/If' 丨丨DO =: -.
1
a

Using the inequality (2.6) we get

1< I b-a
-c-~exp(-.

4a ） (3.4)
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